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A'I SC COLUMN SPEe IFICAT I.ONS (1961)
By: LYNNS. BEEDLE
" , !
I. INTRODUCTIO-N
SLIDE NO•. .1
It is my pleasure to review with you the new
column specifications of the AISC.
SLI DE NO. 2
We might first scan those sections of the Specifi~
cation which concern column design. They are shown
herer t'Types of constructionv materialsv axial compression v
slender,ness ratiov combined stress, built-up columnsll,
and two articles in the part on plastic design.
SLIDE NOo 3
~~ ....-----~-
)LD
1STEEL
33,000"
pSI
NEW
6 STEELS
33,000 psi
TO
50,000 psi
In previous talks you have heard about the wide
'1
range of materials that are now available with yield points
ranging from 33 to 50 ksL The Specification is written in
such away that it applies in one form to all metals. Through
the use of tables it is as easy to design columns of one
material as of anothero"
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SLIDE NOo 4
:;
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NEW
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:.0 NEW
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..."J
Sign ificant changes have been made in th ree
important articles that have to do with columns, and these
will be treated in the discussion of columns today. Sections
1. 5 and 1. 8 wi II be reviewed fi rst; th is wi II be followed by
a presentation of Section·lo 60 :
In Section ·10 5 it is evident that the ,I'coiumn
formula'· is ·sUII a parabolic olile but it has been made more
flexible in order to account for other materials and to permit
;
"
advantage to be taken of a var~able factor of safety.
~
SLIDE NOo 6
. Whereas the actual length of member was used'in
the past; now Section 10 8 allows use of the !'effective length I', -
frequently shorterv but sometimes longer than the actual
unbraced ,engtho
SLIDE NO.7
In Section 1. 6 instead of a single approximate formula
for the whole range of variab les, we now have two equations
to check. By this means we may utilize the improved
performance for certain proportions of loading.
SPEC IFSeATION
r DiS~cm
FA8RICATION
8..ER&:::'TION
Of=.
STRUCTURA1.
STSSf.,. FOP.
15UllOtNS$
STRAIN
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SLIDE· .NOo 8
Anatural question is, why was the Specification
changed? As intimated above" the basid' reason is that a
great deal of new information is available about the behavior
of structural "members and frames~ Thi,:s information has
l
been developed (especially in recent years) as a result of
intensive structu ra I research. The new Specification is
built upon this body of research information and, therefore,
enables the profession to take advantage' of these new
resu Its.
SLIDE NOo 9
As an illustration, in th is slide we see the stress-
strain relationship for a structural steeL Aconsiderable
amount of research has been carried' out on the influence·
of residual stresses on that portion of the stress-strai:n
curve between the proportional limit and yield stress level
(shown in red for a typical WF shape). Alsop more data is
available on the strain hardening characteristics of
structural steels at stresses above the yield valueo
i I
_STRAtN SLENDERNESS,
3RACED FRAME
1
h
~
i;Pl = 5TO~Y H51GJ.fT
5h <EFFECTIVE LENGTJi<0.7h
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SLI DE NO. 10
To the right is shown the corresponding ultimate
strength "column curve". Th;is curve reflects the resu Its
of theseo studies. Of coursev there has always been a '
"transition curve" between the Euler range and the yield
·1 : '
stress$ But now we know that, for centrally loaded columns;
residual stresses area most significant factor in accounting
for the transition.
So the new formulas for axial compression have
been modified to make use of this informations
SLIDE NO. 11
This next slide illustrates another reason why the
Specification was changed. It is now possible to account
for the presence or absence of end restraints.
For a braced framev especially those with fixed bases,
the use of the actual story height is conservative. The
new provi~'si-ons permit the use of an I'effective lengthl'o
For the case shown, this would be somewhere between O.5h
and 00 7ho
-rNBRACED
.RAC'ED
FRAME
UNBRACED
FRAME
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SLIDE NOo 12
For an unbraced framethere are'cases in which
; l\
the effective or "pin-endll length cou Id be greater than the
i,
actual height of the member. ;': Recognition of this latter
fact is necessary as more and more of the uopenll type of,
construction is usedo
SLIDE NOo 13
I) S!:R
eo. ~ STORY HEIGHT :.tcSTORY f(!rGKT
JIDY
ff£Ct tfN6TH(O~7h h<EffECTj.£~H<CXJ .
'"'"'r- WHAT HAS 6EENt CHANGED?
opt HOW DOES lT', AFFECT DESIGN?
P WHATISTHE[J EXPECTED RESULT?
:
:
,.
Tne new provisions permit appropriate use of the
effective length concept: Sometimes less than the actual
length, other times greater. :
SLIDE NO. 14
T'he objective of this talk is to show what has been
changed, how the change affects the design process, and
how the~use of the new procedure a.ffects the final resulto
It should be evident by this time that by following the
new provisions we can expect a structu re which;is more .,
economical and which is designed on a more logical basis.'
It should be equally evident that we should expect to see some
formu las that are somewhat .more complexo
Fortunately, we live in a modern age and it is becoming
commonplace to handle complex 'technical problems. ,
- 6 - Alse Column Specifications (1961)
SLIDE NOo 15
Of course, there are anumber of: ways in which the
complexformu las cou Id be solved: We could get out the
textbook"s and desk calculators and solve all of ou r problems
the "Iong watt.
SLIDE NO. 16
Or we could take advantage of modern advances and let
computers do the work for uSo'
SLI DE NO. 17
~:
And the new Specification itself has provided certain helps
in this direction by providing charts and tables for as much
of the material': as is possible.
II. CENTRALLY LOADED COLUMNS
Examination will first be made of centrally loaded
columns wh ich are covered by Section 1. 5 of the
Specificationo
- 7 - AISC Column Specifications (1961)
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SLIDE NOo 18
=
We start out with a new concept of the ultimate
strength of acentrally loaded column. This is the CRe
basic column curve. (1) Formu la (1) of the Specification
reduces; to this curve if the factor of safety is taken asl:
1- ,(Q)2
',~
, r
2Cc2
This is a parabola starting from the yield stress at
£:. =O. It extends to the upper limit of elastic bending whichr '
, -'
is taken as one-half the yield stress.
eRe 6ASIC COLUMN C' a'~" OO"]r
cu~v~ fa." L!2Ce:z- r1
~-- ,,
,,
'\ EU LEtt
~ Cc
2 I
~
I
I
0.4 0.8 1.2 V2 t.e
SLENDERNeSs FUNCTION:
eRe BASIC COLUMN r" [1_(1611JI:
CURVE raG 2Cc2 Jry
------ 0' '
o ••'
od' '0 \ EULER
'0 Q \
o \
s
.0 0.4 0.8 J. 12 J
SL EN DEf(NESS FU NCTJON
SLI DE NO~ 19
The correlation between th is uItimate strength curve
and the results of column tests is shown in the slide.
SLIDE NO. 20
Design Formula 1 is shown as the red curve. It
represents a significant simplitlcation that might escape-
notice because the one formu la takes care of all the stee-ts
that are covered by the new specification.
Cc is the slenderness ratio corresponding to one-half
theyi~ld stress. Formula 1applies forllr less than this
value and Formula 2 applies for slenderness ratios greater
than this value.
(Il' CRCGUIDE.
- 8-
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SLIDE, NO. 21- .
Attention is called to the fact that·for compact
;s) sections, the strength of columns is actually signifi~antly
O~-+OA=:===-=-IO.8""--+J. -Y2~2 ---+-l1.G :'
SLENDERNESS FUNCTION greater than the yield value as L approaches zero~
r
SLIDE: NO. 22
,
19.8/(s; \EUl~R By redrawing Formula 1for agiven steel -- say
~ NfWFORMULA \ICc-lste 1!7~L'f?r:O~MUiA---(? . 12:f's.60!<si A7 steePwith33 ksi yield point, it is possible to see a .
10 NIIY
J
~~~~~
A7STE£1.3SKSII i! '~~ compari'sO,n between the new and the old procedure. The
I'Ol~-.~~~---+l-~
___ ~u~~u 120 160) allowable stress Fa is plotted as a function of slenderness
ratio.;£ . Formu las 1 and 2 are shown in red and the old
~
r
equation is snown in blue.
It permits a more economical use of steel for short
columns. As$ approaches zero, Formula 1would! .
~ ,
r
permit astress of 19. 8ksi as compared with 17. 0 under the
old rules. At the transition point Cc, ~/r = 132 and
both the old and the new procedures give identical
answers.
- 9 -
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SLIDE NOo 23
This slide shows how the factor of safety compares
with that implied in the previqus formula. The ultimate
strength in both instances is. taken as the eRe column -.
, '(
\ "
curve..Since the old curve was aparabola there was a
uniform factor of safety of 10 94 between: I::. of ze~o and 120.
, r
Under the new provisions for very short members
the factor of safety is very close to the value for tension
members (1. 67). This is justified because such members
are less sensitive to accidental eccentricity.
160
I 1_"#
I :ES.~J.92
I
o 40 ~BO·- 120
--------
o F.S.= eRe;:RMULA A7 STEfL B3ksi
1210 re· 1SJ.6
I I
I IZoO 19A OLD
For long columns ther'e is an increase in the factor
of safety of about 15% - to 1. 92. In between the curve is
arbitrary, provides a smooth transition from 1. 67 to-I. 92
at ilr = CCoo
Since tables of allowable stresses are pro\!ided for
given va-lues of sJenderness ratio (just as in the past)p
the design procedure is no more complex and yet we have
been able to take advantage of the improved knowledge
about the behavior of columnso
54SED CW 3.42 ksl(24KG SQmth)
-AfSC19Sf
" - "REMCN
" -....
.... -BRnlSN
.. ::'\ CANADA
"" ~ BoELGtUM
"".:~
~ ........
""= ...... -...
'-
--
o I
. SLENDERNESS RATIO
'A PARATIVE COLUMN FO~MUL.
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SLI DE NOe 24
It may be of interest to compare the resulting
column form,ula with those in most recent use in other
countries. Th is slide shows the ;lIscatter band'· that
cou Id be drawn.
For short columns the AISC formula is about
median; for long columns the 'lJew prescription is abo~t "
as high as any permitted.
InCidentally, the values have,all been adjusted
to acommon yield stress leveL
",
III. ~RESTRA"lNT AND" EFFECT'I VE LENGTH
The next topic relates to Section, 1. 8 entitled
Slenderness Ratio. What it really concerns is the matter
of end restraints and effective length.
"""":FECrIVE COLUMN LEN6TH
~AC ED UN BRACED
] P~ 1r1
I,
1.0 0.5 0.7 1.0 2,0 '.0
. 1.0 0.65 0.80 1.2 2.'0 2_0
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SLIDE NOo 25
1
What are these 11K-values"? As is shown by the
!
red portion of this slide of idealized cases it1s the pin-
ended length. For braced coilimns, for examplev K is .
equal to one for apin-end me·mber. If the member has
fixed ends, the effective length is only half the actual
lengt~. ,J< is equal to 0.7 for the third case shown.
For the unbraced ,case (sway permitted) three
idealized cases are shown. The first represents translation
withoutrotationv and K,;:: 1. o. For the 11lagpoleU case,
the effective length is twice the actual length, and the
sam~ thing is true for the third case shown.
At the bottom of Slide Qare shown design values
which the Specification recommends when these idealized
conditions are approximated.
- -12 - Alse Cblumn Spec,:Lfication.s (196~)
SLIDE I NOo 26
What difference does it make as to what K values ;,
are used?-
i)
I i
Ihis is shown here where Fa is plotted against
1
slenderness ratio for 33 ksi material.
It is clear that the influence of end restraint
I
becomes less pronounced for short columns. For long
columns it becomes more significant; it is for this reason
that higher stresses are permitted for bracing and secondary
I'
members.
- 13 - Alse Column Spec~f1cations (1961)
SLIDE~NO. 27
-'-'.' - -------_.
:ACED FRAME UNBRAC£D FRAME
G'&~ leAc
1
6
E I&/Le
-"'--""'0 -, /
LI '6 Ie h POSITive
, e=-: NUMBER.
t 16/1., (1DlttlXaMPl.
I
A' GA- Ic/h =O(,IX'IO\LG/L eASE)
In the real life situatio'h it is unusual to
encounter idealized cases. Instead, in braced frames
the effective length would be less than the column height
whereas'in unbraced frames the effective length of the •. _-
column would be somewhat greater than:'the actual column
t
height (if all bracing media are ignoredL
SLI D~ NO.. 28 ::
, I
So the question is how to approximate the pra~tical
Ii .
cases ,- the rea}-Iife situations.
There are a number of rational techniques for' !
determining the effective length but they all depend on the
relative stiffness of adjoining beams and columns. After
the trial sizes of members have been determined, the ratios
of moment of inertia to length are determined and the values
of Gare calculated as shown in the general formula althe
top of the slide. Two examples will be given. Inthe first,
the Column bases are fixedo The members- are assumed
such that GB =1. 0, and with afixed base (infinitely stiff
girder) GA = O. What is the effective length factor, K?
- 14- Alse Column Specifications (1961)
j
Entering a so-calledUalignment chart" (contained
in the Commentary) with the values GA =0 andGB = 1. 0,
. I
the effective length factor K is determined as 1. 15. This
i
value is used~ in Formu la:1 (the appendix is entered with
the corresponding effective length).
~ K= 1.15'[
J-KL
I .... _ .........8-'
I "' /
A
,I
1.0 GA:O Ge~~·O
1
K Ge
....------
1 ~
For the second example, with an ~infinitely stiff
top gi rder, GB = O. The specification suggests use of
GA ~ 10 fot the IIpinned-basei' condition. Kwill be found
using these values.
SLIDE NO. 31
~ J,
n· .7,._ A ~
IK= 1.691
~sing the values GA =10 and GB =0 in the alignment
I chart, I< wou ld be equal to 1. 69 (note the comparison With
idealized vall!e of 2.0 which would have been obtained if-
GA has been taken as infinity).
So it is seen that an extremely complex problem is
solved with a simple nomograph which is made available in
the Commentary to the new Specification.
TRIAL 151<51 17 ksiSTRESS
TRtAL 80Q g# ~=47.0AREA ¥=53.4:
if
~o
1
b.7: fy s 33 ~si
OLD NEW
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An example will now serve to illustrate that the- .
design process is unchanged and will show the comparison
of results obtained by the old and new procedures.
SLlD~,NO. 32
We start out with acentrally loaded column to
support a load of 800 kips per~:itted to bend about the strong
axis but the maximum slenderness ratio being for the
weak axis. It is assumed thatthe idealized fixed-base
condition is approximated in the design. Sop K= o. 8.
The resu Its of the calcu lations are shown in the ~
slide. Giving' attention to the ftI new II val~esp atrial stress
of 17 ksi' is assumed. The required area is 47 square
inches.
SLIDE NO. 33
OLD HEW
From the AISC Handbook it is found that a~14Wf167
shape is needed with ry equal to 4. 01. Note that th is is
2 shapes lighter than the 14WF184 required accor:ding to
the ,t'old" Specification.
SLIDE NO. 34
TRIAL ~ ~STRESS
TRtAL. V-- l.;-o--AREA
SfCTfON 14"J84~) 14'1~~'49pJ
ry 4.04 .. 4.0J II
!~~g~~e 240" OJb'240:f1l'LE T
?r ~ lA..:AB
For the14WFI67 'with ry =4. 01 and an effectiVe
length factor K of O. 8, l/r =48. For this slenderness ratio
we would next determine the allowable value of Fa .
TA&tE 1
.A1.t..QW~SL£ S1RESS .. K,Sf
eo... prelsrf'Cll'l ...,.,8d$d"..., __.,.6&.st'ft1.
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SLIDE NO. 35
-
BOOK OLD NEW~ ~ v--- ~
-1, l/- l.A;-- l..A.---LA-- ~ ~C\...-- v---- ~
~l ~ ~ v-- ,~ ~ v---F. 1&..31 17.14ARJ.4 v-- ~46,7
secrlDN 14\11'84 I4wz1S7
~k$i AREA 54.07 49~09
, 1'4"' 4 4#367;
. )I=33ksi
From th is table in the appendix o~ the Specification
the permitted value of Fa for~/r = 48 is 17.14 ksi.
'!
SLIDE NOo 36
Using Fa =17.14p the required area is thus 46.7
sq. in. which rettuires a 14WF167 shape. A 14WFl84 is
required according to the old design.
,SLIDE NO. 37
This represents a s'avings of 9%. (About half the savings
was due to the new formula, and half was due to considering
the effective length).
- 1'7 - Alse Column. S-pecifi~ations, (1961)
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SLI D,E NO. 38
9.8%
~~k
1® I I
.'11 @IsAV
- 0"
• @
This slide shows the results of another example,
this one being developed for A7, A36 andA441 steels.
3.8%
The column is to sUPPQrt a load of 2, 333 kips.
I,n A7, according to the new Specificationv the
size of cover plates could be reduced with a saving of 9.8%.
In A36v the cover plates cou Id be omitted (with a
\
saving in fabrication ·costs). The 14WF426 represents a
~eight savings of 3. 8%.
A44I was not covered in the old Specification.
Compared with'the A7 design according to the old Specifi-
cation, the new design in AMI represents aweight
savi ng .of 30%.
SLIDE NOo 39
Th is 51 ide shows the fi na I resu It for a 'similar
problem, the load being increased to 4,485 kips. Heavy
cover plates are required.
The weight saving is 28%.
""'; COMBINED
STRESS
)
NEW
fh <J 0 fA +- Cmfl, <f~ - ·
\ Fa (I-~)F~ - t.O
;
'i,--A
-t <:: 10O.6F)' F~.... .~
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I.V. INTERACTION (COMB INEDSTRESS);
¥
SLIDE NO. 40 '
{
This dis'cussion has to' do with Section 1. 6 of the
new Specification which is entitled IICombinedStresses".
\
Combined ,Stresses is really a~ discussion of the two formu las
that now appear in theSpecification--replacing the former
single formula.
The pu rpose of these formu lasv as before, is to
.check on the adequacy of a member to withstand axial Joad
and bendi ng moment.
Terms which are duplicated have the same meaning
as before. The new symbols are em, wh ich is a reduction
factor; F~ (the Eu ler stress divided by safety. factor); and
Fy , the yield stress.
What we will do in this talk is:
10 Loo({ at the formulas in generalo
2~ Look at each one in more specific detai L
30 Show some examples indicating how the new
formu las can worl< for uSo
- 19 - AlSO Column Specifications (1961)
SLIDE NOo 41
TJ1is slide shows the l10ldtl formula in terms of
load P and moment M,o
tI gives Un: axfaEtaael-~iarryi"g oapaEily as h,fjlleUlied
II) tiM. nn)jiiln~ When t~emoment is zero, the column
will support its maximum vallie Pa. On the other hand,
if the moment were to reach ,its maxi~um value Mb v then
no axial load whatever wou Id be permitted on the member.
·The dashed line (blue); js the old for.mula on an uIti-
mate strength basis. Umifvalues would be Pcr and My .
We ar~ concerned about the intermediate or"CombTned stress 'l
condition, and here the performance depends on the way
. ~
the moments are introduced, The~~olid line'
represents the ultimate strength for a column bent in
single curvature. For this case, the old formula was a
fairly good approximation.
~
-20- Alse Column Specifications (1961)
SLIDE: NO. 42
Pictured here are the ;ultimate strength curves
corresponding to some of the various possible loading
,,"-=:::==::a:=~~~M----I conditions, the strongest being the double curvature
case.
The curves (which have been confirmed experimenta.lly)
show that the difference in strength is significant and
pronou need.
It IS clear that the old interaction formula was a
good average approximation to only the most severe of
these loading cases. The new provisions give abetter
approxif!lation to the varied loading conditions met with
in pract~ce .....
We will keep in mind the influence of loading
condition (an lIupward sweepll) as we consider the two
formulas further.
!.SO',I
r .
p
-21 -
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SLI D~ NO. 43
The new design formulas (numbered 6and 7) are"'
shown in this slide in comparison with the former linear
interaction equation. The co~rdinates are axial load and
moment as previously stated. A loading case has been
chosen i~which moment is applied at the top of apin"based
column. ," A particular slenderness ratio (80) has been c,hosen.
Also repeated here is the ultimate strength of a
member'under-this loading condition. Quite evidently
the new"Formulas 6 and 7 afford abetter design approximation
to the experim~ntally confirmed ultimate strength calcula~ions.
It is no coincidence that use of the two formulas
gives abetter design check. It Is abasic difference in
behavior that dictates the use of two cu ryes. On the one
hand, there is a limiting stress situation at the end of the
me,mbero On the other, the column m~st be"'checked for
overall stabi lity.
As we will see later, the value of Mb can be increased
whenever the shape is HcompactlJ and is such that it cou Id
develop its fu II plastic strength. In th is case, the
approximation to the uItimate strength cu rve is even better.
- 22 -
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SLIDENOo 44
20
Formula 7 shown in the lower left provides the
check for the limiting stress situation at the ends. (The
coordinates are given here on,a stress basis). It is a
straight line that starts from the maximum,permitted
bending stress at the lower right and would run up to th;e
maximum permitted axial compression (o.6Fy) if buckling
were not aproblem. Stress is critical at the end as shown
in the moment diagramo The area between the old formu la and
the new one is a representation of the economy reflected by the
new specification. SLIDE NO. 45 i
J.PJ:J .
r
We know, however, that apoint in the axial loading
wou Id be reac-hed at wh ich the member wou Id fai I as a
column. Formula 6 shown in the upper portion takes care
of this stability situation. It is the stability criterion, and
tends to. restrict the regionover which the stress criterion
. . ~,
(7) is appIicabIe.
We will examine next two ramifications of Formula 6e
T;le first affects the IIdip" in the curve, the second affects
the position of the curve about Fa as apivot.
/' "
'fPLIFICATrON FACTOR
FORMULA' ,
PM- II
-*' ..- Mmlll~
~
Cmfb -,,;' 10
F ~.~.b -
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SLIDE' NOo 46
1
The introduction of an "amplification factor" 1_ fa
into the;bending term as shown here\i' J~'
>--~ _ takes care of the fact
that there is an increase of moment along the member
because of the axial loading and deformation. The application
of the end 'bending moment
creates a deflection which, when multiplied by the axial
load, results in an Ilamplified" moment.
Fe ,as noted earlier, is' the·;modifii~d :elastitbuckllng load.
In this slide the same loading condition is shown as in
the previous c--aseo
How does this amplification factor affect the shape
of the cu rye?
SLI,DE NOo 47 .
Suppose this factor were equal to 1.0. This would be
the case if F~ were very large. Formula 6wou Id simply be
a straight line instead of the curve we saw before.
The coordinates are still a representation of stress,
but are non-di.mensionalized so that we now have a true·
picture of the formulao
A hint of Formula 7 is shown ~t the bottomo It would
cut off Formu la 6 at the r~ght beyond the intersection point
of the two lineso
- 24-
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·~+~It1tt~r.o; As we've noted, Fe would be deteqnined from the ·p ~ Fe' ..~ Euler Formula (the curve being shown in the inset). SO·~p M ......... --- 11• ~ .........'!..~Tb) Fe depends upon the slenderness ratio., ~,p
SLIDE NO. 49
As .JAr increaseso the jamp lificationfactor tends to
reduce the axial load-carrying capacity. This is because the
bending term is amplified and, as seen, the sum of the axial
and bending terms cannot exceed 1. O. Curves fortlr =0,
40, 80, and: 120. are shown.
The effect tends to disappear as ilr approaches O.
Because most building columns are quite short, the ampli-
fication factor i·s often unimportant ...-~-r----:te
- 25 - Alse Oolumn Spe_c~fications (1961)
SLI DE NO. 50
ucrJ ON fACTORt:! ~ORM LAi
..~(_J_- '\ C fa. < . :
, J- f.) rn Fb -1..0 .1fi '
tn =0.6 + o.4 ~
The other new term in: Formula 6 is Cm. It is a.
correction factor ,for moment (a coefficient for moment)~
Since it reduces the bending term as the end moment ratio
becomes more favorablev it cou Id be termed a P'red,uctiQn
factort'o
As shown by the equation at the bottom of the slide,
, '. (Nf;X=tt)the val ue of Cmdepends upon the ratio of end moments. . 2-
When M'l =o(the case at thelefU em::: 00 6. for single
curvature bending with equal end moments as shown on
the right, Cm would be 1.0 and would represent the
''worst'' caseo A lower I~m~t of Dc 40 ha'~i.lb~en set upon
em e S9 it vqrjes between th~s value and'lo 00
SL'IDE NOo 51
This slide shows formula 6 with Cm=1 (single'
curvature) as the solid curved line. Formula 7 is the
straight line,· shown for comparison. , .
We see that if we had to uS8 Cm = 1. 6'for aII casesp
then Formula 7 would be of no value at allo Formula 6
wou Id control every caseo
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SllD~ NO. 52
Howeverp the more practical situations would
I
involve more favorable loading conditions and as shown
. .
in the slide, Cm could be as low as O. 4which corresponds
toMl= -M~ .
2
This is the most important function of Cm--
to cpnvert the formu la so that the more favorable loading.
,conditions wou Id not be controlled by the most severe.
SLIDE NOu 53
. .1 THEORy \.
Remember the ultimate strength theoretical
predictions? They are repeated on the left of this slide.
·We see to the right in theu'tIesign approximation" that
.-. '.. paR
Cm providesj\or takes into consideration the "upward sweep".
By reducing the bending term, it permits agreater axial
loado
The amplification factor produces the dip in the
curve, 'amplifying the bending term, and thus permitting a
. lesser axial loqd. (The solid lines are for J,lr ':: 80, the
dotted for ifr ;:: ,o. )
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SLIDE NOe 54
Turning attention to the limiting stress formula (7),
there is one fu rther change.· It reflects the change· in
the allowable bending stressoFORMULbO)
fb Fa " In-the past, as shown by the blue line, the upper
limit forFb was. QFy (20 ksi). Fb could be lower because
of lateral buckling.
" fll + fb < .
" 0.6 Fy Fb _ to (7)
"""", FORMULA(6)
'" '
"
'"
SLIDE NOo55
fa. f~,)
O.6Fy+Fb .~ 1.0 (7
FORMULA (G)
In the new provision, for compact and adequately
braced columns the value of Fb would be O. 66 Fy . This
more liberal provision permits even more economical use
of steel in a frequently encountered loading case.
The new provisions contained in the Specification
will now be illustrated with the aid of a design example.
!~Tq'AGRAM
.. ~ "Ip·"'h)
~. · ...5 GS,5'
_~C".S
J52 k
~ 63.51(1 T.
~, 180"
+ s· r"~+
'8[2$..11521(' I10w=tJ0J
A, led
V 1-
CRITICAL. A ,a5K
MitA6c]Q.
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SLIDE NOo 56
Columns in two frames will be designed.
S81__...._.m~_••&.&o~o. On.e Qf
these will be a column which is part of abraced frame ,-
Design L and the other will'be acolumn which is part of an
unbraced frame ~ Design I L The column bases will be p,inned.
The given combinations of loading wi II be considered
as critical. In the braced frjame the side load is considered
as carried entirely by the bracing members.
Extra vertical load is shown at the column tops to;
provide sufficient axial load in the columns for this ex~rhple.
Otherwise, they wou Id be treated essentially as beams.
The member sizes shown in this slide were those
determined according to the old Specification.
SLIDE NOo 57 .
To illustrate the provisions of the new Specification
we will check the suitability of a lQWF60 for the columns in
;Design~. This is two sections lighter than determined from
the old Specification.
The momerJt diagram is shown here. In this
instance, Column BC is critical with Mmax :: MC :: 63. 5
kip-ft.
CE D DESIGN (I)
ORMULA 6 CHECK Al0\Y"60
Ctnfl, SHAPE·~<IO Pt~W,(l-fL)n - .111 ~&.
Fe' ~ ~ Mi ''is
SSUME Ka 1.0
~ 40,8
11 8,61 ksi
: J1.35 ksi SS\C.1
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SLIDE NO, 58
There ar~ two formu las to check and the fi rst wit-I'
be Formula 6which is written'out in the slide.(reaClIU. i •
The moment diagram for the critical columJ;l is I
i
III III 1
shown. 'The member IS bent I'n double curvature about-t'he '
strong axis.. (For failure about the weak axisv although I. :.
not shown,; there is more than an adequ'ate margin of
j \.
safety).
Since the member is p~rt of abraced frame with
",'
the end$ prevented from relative lateral motion, the value of·
" ;, ' I ', .
.K·would.be I.ess than 1.0 i(we wished to calculate U•.
But _tlr is lowv so thb design wiU commence witr
the assumption that K ::: 1. 0." Thus ilr :: 40.8.
fa and fb are computed directly from the loading
and the: properties of the IOWF60.
SLIDE NO. 59
This slide shows the determination of the remai'ni09.
four values.for Formula 6 (fa, F~ .., Fbv em). !
Fa, the upper limit of Formula 6.as· shown ihthe.
insetv."js.deterlllined from·theappend-ix of th~ Specification:
) •..! :- ',: ' •
TABLE 1-33 Fa
AUOWA&1.£ snte~ (k.si)
~ COWPRJiSStClH M1MetRS OP 3~ «,Sf$(~
i
RMULA@ ~+(~b~l.O
I 17. 65 Fa.'· 40.8
fa? r.
Ta.
TA5LE 2
fA Lues Of fe' (k$1 )
............~~
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SLI DE NOe 60
For ilr :: 40. 8Fa: 17. 65 (determined by
!
interpolation),
SLIDE NOo 61 .
Fe I in the denominator of the anwlification factor,
is computed from the Euler fo~mula.
SL.l.DE' NO~ 62
I
The Appendix to the Specification, Table 2v provides
. • . mfJdift'ed •
aconvenient tabulation for th7\Euler formula. It IS found
that Fe:: 89. 61.
SLIDE NOo 63
Fb is taken as 20 ksi. It is the limit of Formula 7
when Fa =O. Had adequate lateral support been assured,
the value could have been taken as 22 and the savings would
have been even greater than obtained in this example.
---- _ _ ..,..,.__.c _ .;..C· _"' :: :.: __ _~_ _:, _. __._.. ,.__.-----,--- . _
,~ I
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SLIDE' NO. 64
COm is the reduction factor. The determined value,
using the calculated momentsv is 0.24 which is less than
the permitted value. Therefore, we will use 0.40.
SLIDE: NOD 65
We are now ready to SUbstitute the values into -
Formula 6, repeated at the top. We find that the axial term
is O. 489, the bending term is o. 256, the total being O. 745.
So the equation gives avalue much less than 1. O.I
10W=60
)MULA Ia i C~fb < 10
• \!) F.a t~lf,)fI,= ·
O.4B9+O.lS6=.745< 1,0
@..-F,-11;6S
Cm"OA
. :~~!J_-(j) ~1;:.1,r1
I
I1J,~5 ; fb ll,'20
tb
Therefore, it is evident that this formu la is noti
critic~l, and the next step is to check Formu la 7Q
Before doing this, we might picture graphically the
check that has just been made. Formula 6 for the given
condition's is the plotted curve. Fa =17. 65, em: 0.4, and
the amplification factor =1. 11. Fb = 20 ksi as shown. -
fa =.8.61 ksi and fb :: 11. 35 ksi are plotted, and their
intersection point shows that Formula 6 is satisfied.
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SLI DE NOp 66
MUL fa 11. <10·'Ai/:O.Gf/ F~ "'" ·
043 +0,567 =.997< 1,0
($)-
I
IOVf60 .
Formula 7 is one that is similar in some respects
to the aid interaction formu la. , The axial term is O. 430
and the bending is O. 567 with atotal of O. 997 showing that
this equation does control.
B.y plotting Formula 7 which is the straight line,
we see pictorially the check that was made.
The value of em .= O. 4 'kept Formul~ 6from being a
limit. So it was possible to·take full advantage of the liberal
provisions of Formula 7.
SLIDE NO. 67
according to the old Specification. We will try here a I
,12WF79 (the next lighter s[tape).
Next, some of the interesting differences will be
v1ENT ,oIA:GRAM ON KfP"FT)
10 1SG.9~'\u ~~k ;g~~T exarni,ned in .D~sign II (unbraced) for which the moment
~~~. 1&0" .... di~g}1fml is shown here. . .
"" 9411~;;- '~9100'+ / \
GU;2tF79 I,. r' . A 12WF85 shape had been required in the design
Af191" ,
Column AS is _ critical.
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SLJP[ NO. 68
\>
The procedure as previously outlined is as follows:
We compute the end restraining factor, G, for each end~ the
general expression being shown first.
At end B where two columns and abeam join, the
sum of the Iclb values is used. On substituting we get :
GB = 1. 38.
At end A, for pinned ends, the Specification suggests
GA =10 instead of infinity (which would be the theoretical
value). This takes care of partial restraints that are always
present at column bas~so
SLIDE NO. 69
So the alignment chart is entered with GA at 10 and
GB at 1. 38 and we find K equals 1. 95..1 KII 19.5 1
~MULA ®=f;+(~t)F" ~l.O .
, Fe,'
Fa': is.72ksr(~=GS.7)
Fe': la2.0 ks; (~:a ~~2 38.7) ;
Fbi 20 lest
C~=':O,BS
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SLIDE NO.- 70
The substitution in Formula 6 is as before, Fa
being determirted from the same table for Llr:: p5~ 7.
For F~ note that the unbraced length is usedp or
h/r =33. 7. From the Fe table the value 132.0 is obtained.
SLIDE NOo 71
The Commentary to the Specification contains a
table (shown in this slide) which is helpful in determining
what to use for em G From the conditions of the problem-
for the former Design I, the member was in category B.
For Desi,gn II,. this column will be in case A since it is
unbrace,d and joint translation is possible. Thus Cm =O. 85..
rncidentally, a third case covered in this Commentary
table is provided to make clear the values of fb and em to'
use in Formula 6 when lateral load is applied to the member.
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SLIDE NOo 72
S.1Z
"-. A',.~ =0.8S
••_~L'J.07
11 2Oksi=fb,
O.S2S~ Ot476 :: 1_00J
@9
12W19 '
I
Using em ,=0.85 and sUbstituting the other values
into Formula 6p it is seen that the 12Wf79 shape satisfies
Formula 60
The coordinates of fa and fb fall on the curve for
Formu la 6. With the low value of the ampUfkaUon factor
(nearly 10 0) it is see" that the curve is practically a
straight line.
SLIDE NOo 73
C~eckingFormula 1v we find that it is not critical.
This is also seen by adding the line for formula 7 to the
sketch.
~~erefore, the 12WF79 shape is satisfactory.
We see ,the difference that em makes. 1n the
braced frameD withem: O. 40D full advantage ctOiuld be
taken of Formu la 7Q
Herep with. Cm': O. 85, the stability criterion
controlledo
12"79
I
~MULA1:~+ It ~ r.o
o.416+0f52A'0B37~t.o
@>.72.
~ C",,=O.85
-- . Awt~, , '.01
,
~ 2Oksj·fJt
fl>
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SLIDE NOQ 74
Comparison of the results usi ng the "oldBl and the
IInew" provisions are given here.
For the braced frame a, ,:!OWF60 was substituted for
the lOWf72 determined from the old specification.
For the unbracedframe it was feu nd that a,12WF79
cau Id be used instead of a._ J2WF85o
SLIDE NOo 75
'ACED UN8RACED For the braced frame the saving was 12 Ibs. per ft.
on the column representing 9% on the total weight of
steel in the frame.o
For the unbraced frame the saving was 6 Ibs. per
ft. or 4% on the total weight of steel.
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SLIDE NOo 76
J This slide pictures the savings for two similarI IUS.6%[·
J examples. The comparison is with an example given in
~ 1 I I the present A.ISC :Manual.17.e%~
For th~ braced colu mn the new Specification give,S
a savi ng of 150 6%.
For the unbraced frame asaving of 7.8% in weight
of the m'ember is obtained.e
These examples that have been shown tooay are not
specially selected cases. If anything, they represent
conservcdive estimates of the savings possible through use
of the new column Specifications-- Specifications which
permit the designer, owner, and user to profit from the
new.knowledge that is now available about the behavior of
steel columns.
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SLIDE NOo 77
Although it is obvious that checking two formulas is
a more involved procedu re than havi ng to check on Iy onep
there is one feature in the new Specification that shou Id
assist us in arriving quickly at the required section size.
For th is pu rpose we will take another took, at Stide 540
Note that the old formu-Ia has as an ·upper lim it the
value Fa 0 Nowp Fa depends ·on -the slenderness ratio;
consequentlyv the line will shift depending on Ir.
On the other handp the Iimitsof Formula 7 are
O. 6Fy both in axial stress (jnd bending stress assuming that
lateral buckling is not a problem and that we are not initially
going to take advantage of the . 66Fy provision.
What this means is that-the line fo-r Formula 7 does
not "shiftn. It is independent of Ir. For this casep there-
farep Formu la 7 cou Id be rewritten as"
fa ,. fb " == o. 6Fy
and if we are talking about A7 steelv
fa + fb "" 20 ksi
So we end up with a formula that is actually simpler
than the old interaction formula: And it is probably the one
that we will try first in order to quickly arrive at a trial
section sizeo
